Abstract: Secondary structure (SS) refers to the local spatial organization of a polypeptide backbone atoms of a protein. Accurate prediction of SS can provide crucial features to form the next higher level of 3D structure of a protein accurately. SS has three different major components, helix (H), beta (E) and coil (C). Most of the SS predictors express imbalanced accuracies by claiming higher prediction performances in predicting H and C, and on the contrary having low accuracy in E predictions. E component being in low count, a predictor may show very good overall performance by over-predicting H and C and under predicting E, which can make such predictors biologically inapplicable. In this work we are motivated to develop a balanced SS predictor with higher accuracies in predicting all three SS components. Our approach uses three different support vector machines for binary classification of the major classes and then form optimized multiclass predictor using genetic algorithm (GA). The trained three binary SVMs are E versus non-E (i.e., E/¬E), C/¬ C and H/ ¬ H. This GA based optimized and combined three class predictor, called cSVM, is further combined with SPINE X to form the proposed final balanced predictor, called MetaSSPred. This novel paradigm assists us in optimizing the precision and recall. We prepared two independent test datasets (CB471 and N295) to compare the performance of our predictors with SPINE X. MetaSSPred significantly increases beta accuracy (Q E ) for both the datasets. Q E score of MetaSSPred on CB471 and N295 were 71.7% and 74.4% respectively. These scores are 20.9% and 19.0% improvement over the Q E scores given by SPINE X alone on CB471 and N295 datasets respectively. Standard deviations of the accuracies across three SS classes of MetaSSPred on CB471 and N295 datasets were 4.2% and 2.3% respectively. On the other hand, for SPINE X, these values are 12.9% and 10.9% respectively. These findings suggest that the proposed MetaSSPred is a well-balanced SS predictor compared to the state-of-the-art SPINE X predictor.
INTRODUCTION
Proteins are the most versatile macromolecules in living organisms and play significant roles in the biological processes [1] . Functions and three dimensional structures, developed through folding of proteins have significant evolutionary relationship [2] [3] [4] [5] . Due to the importance, the prediction of three dimensional structure of protein is a widely researched area of bioinformatics. Despite numerous experimental and analytical endeavor, protein 3D structure prediction is still an unresolved problem. Accurate prediction of protein 3D structure significantly relies on the precise secondary structure prediction (SSP) [6] [7] [8] , since the secondary structure (SS) defines the local spatial organization of a polypeptide's backbone atoms [9] . To analyze the massive amount of protein sequences generated by genome project highly efficient theoretical methods for predicting SS is of immense importance as experimental methods are highly time consuming, costly and in some cases inefficient [6, 10] . The SSP problem is defined as a biological sequence analysis problem, and the solution is to assign a right label of structure on every residue or amino acid of a protein sequence [11] . In other words, it is a classification problem and the major classes are helix (H), sheet (E) and turn (C) or coil. Scientists have been attempting to solve SSP problem by applying Bayesian statistics and a wide variety of theoretical models, machine learning approaches such as neural networks (NN), hidden Markov model (HMM), support vector machine (SVM), and so on. One of the earliest methods used for SSP problem was GOR method, which was established by Robson and colleagues through a series of papers in 70's [12] [13] [14] [15] . GOR method is the first real method that applied computer program for SSP problem by coding the relation between secondary structure and amino acids utilizing information theory and Bayesian statistics and its accuracy was 64.4% [16] . NN for SSP was first employed in 1988 by Qian and Sejnowski [17] . Their overall accuracy on a test set, that was non-homologous to the training set, was 64.3%. Rost and Sander established new standard of SSP method introducing PHD method in 1993 [18] . They applied a set of feed forward neural networks trained by back-propagation algorithm [19] with non-redundant data set of 130 protein chains. Most important aspect of their method was that they used multiple sequence alignment (MSA) as evolutionary information instead of single sequences. Accuracy of PHD method was 70.8%. If larger data set is used along with PSI-BLAST [20] , accuracy of PHD method may increase to 75.0% [21] . Chandonia and Karplus [22] , developed a two level neural network and trained their model with 681 protein sequences. Their model yielded around 75.0% accuracy. One of the most successful NN based SSP method is PSIPRED [23] . Instead of doing MSA, this used intermediate PSI-BLAST profiles as a direct input to its SSP model. This prediction method has three stages: generating sequence profile, predicting initial SS, and finally filtering the predicted structure. PSIPRED achieved an overall accuracy between 76.5 to 78.3%. PSIPRED and PHD shared similar network topology. The improvement in PSIPRED over PHD may be attributed to the better alignment fed to the NN because of the filtering strategy applied by PSIPRED to exclude unrelated proteins and also to the increase in the size of database [24] .
Asai K et al [25] implemented HMM based protein secondary structure prediction model for the first time. They trained four HMMs for predicting helix, sheet, turn and others separately. They used 120 sequence from Brookhaven PDB for training and testing purpose. They achieved a Q 3 score (see table 3 for the definition) of 54.7% which was not very good. Further, using HMM, noticeable improvement of secondary structure prediction accuracy was done by Bystroff, Thorsson and Baker [26] . They proposed a novel HMM, HMMSTR based on I-sites library of sequence-structure motifs. I-sites are short sequencestructure motifs that show strong correlation with local three dimensional structural elements of proteins. Their secondary structure prediction accuracy (Q 3 score) was 74.3% using homologous sequence information. Martin J et al introduced a new type of HMM that does not use prior knowledge [27] . They applied genetic algorithm (GA) for DNA sequence analysis [28, 29] in order to automatically select an HMM topology. The Q 3 score of the model was 68.8% for single sequence and 75.5% when multiple sequence alignment was used.
Another machine learning approach scientists applied to solve SSP problem is the SVM, which generates hyperplane that partitions the given data into two classes with maximum accuracy based on a kernel function. Specially, when the data is not linearly separable, SVM can cast the data into a higher dimensional space where the data becomes classifiable. SVM was first applied to SSP in 2001 by Hua and Sun [30] . They employed six binary classifiers: H versus not H, E versus not E, C versus not C, H versus not E, E versus not C and C versus not H using radial basis kernel function based SVM. Their method's accuracy (Q 3 ) was 73.5%. Guo et al. [31] developed a dual-layer SVM and used PSSM generated from PSI-BLAST to predict secondary structure. They reported Q 3 as 75.2% on CB513 data set prepared by Cuff and Burton [32] . Another SVM based approach [33] , used patterns of consecutive amino acids of any length that are frequently found in a protein database. The main theme of this approach was to find all such patterns within a defined protein language occurring with a frequency greater than a user-defined minimum frequency or support. They generated three different feature sets based on frequent pattern to test their model on 150 targets from the EVA [34] contest. Their accuracy ranges from 75.34% to 77.0%.
A recent work on SSP is SPINE X by Faraggi et al. [6] . This method is a multi-step NN algorithm that combined the SSP with the prediction of the real value residue solvent accessibility (RSA) and backbone torsion angles in an iterative fashion. It has total six steps. In the first, fourth and last steps, they predicted secondary structure and in the second step they predicted RSA and in the third and fifth steps, they predicted backbone torsion angles. The theme is to boost up any subsequent prediction steps, utilizing previous steps' predicted information as input features. They tested their model on multiple data sets and their overall accuracy ranges from 81.3% to 82.0% while DSSP [35] assignment was used for the secondary component assignments.
It is important to note that a major drawback of most of these computational methods is that their accuracy in predicting E is comparatively low. For example, SPINE X reported 86.6%, 75.3% and 81.5% accuracy on H, E and C segments on their 2,640 dataset when DSSP assignment was used. One of the top SVM based SS predictors proposed by Wang et al. [36] reported average accuracy on H, E and C as 78.2%, 67.2% and 82.5% respectively on CB513 dataset [32] . Because E plays a fundamental role in protein structure, function, and evolution [37] , to be able to enhance the specificity of the prediction of E will be of higher biological significance towards practical applications. Here we report a novel approach to build an SS predictor that can yield better accuracy in E segment without compromising the overall accuracy.
As demonstrated by a series of recent publications ( [38] , [39] , [40] , [41] , [42] , [43] ), to establish a really useful sequence-based statistical predictor for a biological system, we aligned the outline of our paper accordingly towards the steps of Chou's 5-step rule [44] as: (a) construct or select a valid benchmark dataset to train and test the predictor, described in section 2.1; (b) formulate the biological sequence samples with an effective mathematical expression that can truly reflect their intrinsic correlation with the target to be predicted, described in section 2.2; (c) introduce or develop a powerful algorithm (or engine) to operate the prediction, described in section 2.3; (d) properly perform cross-validation tests to objectively evaluate the anticipated accuracy of the predictor, described in sections 3; and (e) establish a user-friendly web-server for the predictor that is accessible to the public, if not available immediately, then at least the stand alone code is provided 1 .
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Datasets
We have collected one training dataset and two independent test datasets. How the training and the test datasets were collected, have been explained in subsections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2.
Training dataset
We collected protein sequences from PDB [45] with the specifications: sequence length ≥ 50, resolution ≤ 2.5 Å , sequence identity ≤ 30%, and refinement R factor 0 to 0.25. We obtained 6,521 protein sequences from PDB by applying these search criteria. To eliminate bias arising from repeated instances of some similar sequences, we ran BLASTclust [46] to filter out similar ones with a cut-off of 25% similarity from each cluster, keeping just one per cluster which resulted in 2,150 sequences in this step. Then we ran DSSP [35] to collect secondary structure assignment for each residue using the collected dataset. We discarded the sequences for which DSSP failed to fully assign secondary structure. We also discarded sequences where we found that the length of a sequence given by DSSP assignment and fasta sequence length provided by PDB differs. We refined this data set further to discard the protein sequences that contain unknown amino acids labelled as "X" and the sequences which contain amino acids of unknown coordinates. Finally, we discarded 2 more incomplete sequences. Our final training data set consists of 552 sequences with no more than 25% identity among themselves. From now on we will call these dataset as T552. T552 composed of 149,093 residues with 18.2%, 51.6% and 30.2% of E, C and H residues, respectively.
Test datasets
We have two different test datasets. First, we have collected CB513 dataset [32] for testing purpose. Then we ran BLASTclust at 25% identity cut-off on T552 and CB513 to ensure that these datasets are independent of our training dataset. Here we extracted 475 sequences from CB513 at 25% identity cut-off with respect to T552. After further refinement based on failure to generate features such as angle fluctuations or ASA for some sequences, we had 471 sequences as our first test set, named CB471. To confirm the robustness of our predictors, we collected another comparatively new independent dataset with 25% identity cut-off criteria from PDB generated in 2014. This dataset consists of 295 sequences and we named this test dataset as N295.
Features
We collected a comprehensive and independent set of residue level features which may sufficiently capture sequence information, evolutionary information as well as structural information of the amino acids in the protein sequences. A list of used features is presented in Table 1 . Amino acid (AA) can be any integers from 1 to 20, each uniquely represents one of the 20 different amino acids. Each amino acid has 7 unique properties, collectively named as physiochemical properties (PP). They are steric parameter, polarizability, hydrophobicity, isoelectric point, helix probability and sheet probability [47] . PSSM were generated by running PSI-BLAST [20] . Monogram (MG) and bigram (BG) were calculated from PSSM as described in [48] to infer structural information from sequence level evolutionary information. We predicted disorder probability (DP) using DisPredict [49] . It gives the probability of an amino acid residue being disordered, i.e., having no well-defined three dimensional structure. Accessible surface area (ASA) is the surface area of a biomolecule that is accessible to the solvent in which the molecule is dissolved. Conformational dynamics of proteins which is crucial for their diverse functionalities, is strongly correlated with the ASA of each of the residue of a protein [50, 51] . ASA is directly related to the protein-protein interactions [52, 53] and is also an important factor in beta pair formation [37] . Therefore, we used a very recently developed high accuracy ASA predictor, REGAd 3 p [54] , to predict ASA in our work. REGAd 3 p uses regularized exact regression with 3 rd degree polynomial kernel and also applied GA to optimize the weights computed by regularized regression. Angle fluctuations (AFs) represent the flexibility of protein backbone as derived from the ensembles of NMR structure. These are two very important features, since these two torsion angles, φ and ψ, are sufficient for a nearly complete description of the backbone of a protein structure [55] . First five and last five residues in any sequence are considered as terminal residues. For the first and last one we assigned -1 and +1, respectively, as the terminal information and then gradually increased or decreased the value by 0.2 as we moved forward from the starting terminal or move back-ward from the end terminal. For example, the second and the penultimate residue gets -0.8 and 0.8, respectively as the terminal information value. All other intermediate residues, except those ten residues, are assigned a terminal value of 0.
We used these features in a variety of combinations in our search to come up with an optimal feature set. Some features were common in all models used, whereas some were excluded in some models to gauge the impact of the excluded features in our prediction. Different sets of features we used in our model search are listed in Table 2 . 29 29 AA(1), PP (7), PSSM (20) , and TI(1) f 31 31 AA(1), PP (7), PSSM (20) , DP(1), ASA(1) and TI(1) f 33 33 AA(1), PP (7), PSSM (20) , DP(1), ASA(1), AF(2) and TI(1) f 51 51 AA(1), PP (7), PSSM (20) , MG(1), BG (20) , DP(1) and TI (1) We compared the performance of our model using different feature sets shown in Table 2 . Finally we found that f 33 is the best feature set in terms of accuracy across three SS classes. Therefore, we trained our final predictor using f 33 feature set. We also used sliding window information to incorporate neighboring information for each residue. After experimenting with different window sizes, starting from 7 through 25, we found that 15 is the optimal window size for this computation. Finally, selecting 15 residue based window, the feature count per residues becomes (33×15) or, 495.
Methods
We have used binary SVMs coupled with genetic algorithm in our investigations. We have trained three binary SVMs -E/ ¬ E, C/ ¬ C and H/ ¬ H using libsvm [56] . Although SVM could have been used directly for three class classification, we rather choose to use three binary SVM classifiers, so that we can attain a balanced accuracy in all three classes. Another reason for using binary SVMs is that SVM was built for binary classification problem and performance may degrade if used for multi class classification problem. These three SVMs provide us the probability for each residue that belongs to beta, coil and helix structure.
Combining the results from these three predictors' outcomes into the balanced three class classification solution is a crucial challenge. We combine these three binary predictors using GA to form final three class prediction with optimal weights of the individual class. A brief discussion of our implemented GA is presented in later in this section. GA finds separate real value parameter for each class as an additive factor for each class probability given by three binary SVMs. For example if the probabilities that a particular residue belongs to either E, C or H classes are p 1 , p 2 and p 3 respectively, GA finds three real values v 1 , v 2 and v 3 and the revised class probabilities become (p 1 +v 1 ), (p 2 +v 2 ) and (p 3 +v 3 ) for E, C or H class respectively. Finally the class, for which this revised probability is highest, is accepted as the predicted class of that particular residue. We refer to our combined SVM predictor as cSVM. Our final predictor is a meta predictor, named as MetaSSPred, combines the outputs of cSVM and SPINE X [6] . Algorithm for combining the prediction of SPINE X and cSVM to build MetaSSPred is shown in Figure 1 . Table 1. GA is an evolutionary learning based heuristic algorithm which maintains a population of individuals for each iteration. Each individual in the population, commonly known as chromosome, represents a potential solution to the problem to be solved. In our GA, for the first iteration the population was generated randomly where each chromosome is a 36 bit long binary number, which essentially contains the three additive factors, each 12 bit long. In the next iteration, a new generation of population is created from the previous generation after some evolutionary transformation.
The evolutionary transformation contains three mechanisms -elite preservation, crossover and mutation. Candidates for elite, crossover or mutation were randomly selected based on fitness based probability of each chromosome. We used Q 3 as fitness for each chromosome. The higher the Q 3 , the more likely a chromosome will be selected for crossover or mutation. Elites are the top 10% chromosomes in terms of fitness in any population. We used 80% cross over rate and 10% mutation rate. We retained the population size of 2,000 chromosomes for each population and we ran 50 generations. A comprehensive flow diagram of our method is shown in Figure 2. 
Performance Evaluation
To compare and evaluate the performance of each predictor, we used 4 performance parameters: accuracy, precision, recall and over prediction rate. To measure these metrics, we calculated of true positive (TP), false positive (FP), true negative (TN) and false negative (FN). TP is the number of instances that are predicted as positive and are actually positive. FP is the number of instances that are predicted as positive and are actually negative. TN is the number of instances that are labelled as negative but are actually negative. FN is the number of instances that are labelled as negative and are actually positive. Calculations of these measures along with their evaluation focus are presented in Table 3 . 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we have presented the result of SSP obtained from our predictors and from SPINE X on CB471 and N295 test datasets and compared those results. In order to assess the performance of each predictors, we have calculated Q 3 of each predictors as well as accuracy for beta, coil and helix class (Q E , Q C and Q H respectively) along with precision and recall. We also have calculated the over prediction rate for each class to investigate whether any higher measure is due to over prediction.
Performance on CB471 Test Dataset
To facilitate comparison, in Figure 3 , accuracies as well as over prediction rates of each predictors for each class are presented using bar chart.
In Figure 3 , we see that Q E of MetaSSPred is significantly higher than Q E of the other two predictors. More specifically, Q E of MetaSSPred is a 20.9% improvement over SPINE X. Further, MetaSSPred does not heavily under or over predict beta compared to other two methods. Therefore, MetaSSPred is certainly a better predictor for the beta class. Lower Q E of SPINE X here may be attributed to the very high under prediction rate (24.6%). In case of Q C , SPINE X gives the highest score (81.4%), cSVM is just after SPINE X with a Q C of 80.6% and MetaSSPred's Q C is 76.0% only. If we look at the over prediction rates of this class, we find that both cSVM and SPINE X highly over predict coil class (13.4% and 14.5% respectively). On the other hand, MetSSPred's over prediction rate is very low, only 1.9%. This is a strong reason why the Q C s of cSVM and SPINE X are higher than that of MetaSSPred. SPINE X comes up with the highest Q H (81.90%) and MetaSSPred closely follows SPINE X with 80.10%. cSVM is the worst performer in this case. The reason for low Q H of cSVM may be attributed to the fact that it under predicts helix by 10.3%. In Q 3 measure, MetaSSPred and SPINE X are almost equal with a 0.1% gap in favor of SPINE X. cSVM is also not far behind. Overall, comparatively MetaSSPred appears as a very balanced predictor yielding good accuracies for all three classes separately as well as in Q 3 . To be specific about measuring the performances, we have computed precision and recall next.
Accuracy of different models along with over prediction rate Precision and recall measures for CB471 datset are presented in Figure 4 , where we see that SPINE X has the highest precision and lowest recall value for beta class. Gap between the precision and recall score of SPINE X for beta class is 7%. This suggests that overall SPINE X gives lower false positives, however it gives a very high false negatives in case of beta prediction. Therefore, for any application, where the cost of failure to detect beta residue is high, SPINE X may not be suitable. MetaSSPred provides relatively high balanced precision and recall value for beta prediction with a gap of only 2.8% between recall and precision. The proposed MetaSSPred provides the highest recall value for beta class among the three predictors discussed. Therefore, applications where detection of beta is very important, MetaSSPred would perform well. cSVM has a recall value 7.4% higher than that of SPINE X, however, cSVM achieves 10.7% lower precision compared to SPINE X. In coil prediction, MetaSSPred provides balanced precision and recall score with a gap of 1.4% only, and its precision is the highest among all predictors. SPINE X and cSVM provides 7.1% and 6.0% higher recall score than that of MetaSSPred. However, MetaSSPred provided 4.9% and 5.1% improvement in precision score than those of SPINE X and cSVM, respectively. The reason behind this phenomenon is that both cSVM and SPINE X highly over predict coil class which are 13.4% and 14.5% higher prediction rate, respectively.
In helix prediction, precisions of each class are very close. Although cSVM provides the highest precision for helix, it gives the lowest recall. Therefore, if failure to detect helix is very costly, we should prefer other predictors to cSVM. SPINE X and MetaSSPred are close competitors for helix prediction. Both of them have good and balanced precision and recall score in this case.
Performance on N295 Test Dataset
We will start our analysis of the performances of our predictors on N295 dataset with accuracy measures. Accuracies and over prediction rates on N295 dataset are shown in Figure 5 .
Both SPINE X and cSVM give comparatively lower Q E score and both of them highly under predict beta (22.5% and 15.0% under prediction respectively). On the other hand MetaSSPred gives the highest Q E almost without over or under prediction of beta class. Here improvement in Q E achieved by MetaSSPred over SPINE X is 19.0%. Therefore, MetaSSPred is clearly the best predictor for beta class for this N295 dataset.
In coil prediction, cSVM and SPINE X give almost similar accuracy with a gap of 0.5% in favor of cSVM. On the other hand, Q C of MetaSSPred is the lowest among all. Q C of SPINE X is 6.1% higher than that of MetaSSPred. If we look at the over prediction rates, we see that both cSVM and SPINE X highly over predicts coil, by 17.7% and 19.2% respectively. MetaSSPred also over predicts coil, however by only 5.1%. Therefore, the higher Q C of cSVM and SPINE X than that of MetaSSPred could be because of the over predictions by the first two methods mainly.
The highest Q H is obtained from SPINE X, and MetaSSPred is closely following SPINE X by a gap of 1.6%. Q H score of cSVM is significantly lower than those of two others. If we look at the over prediction rate, we see that cSVM under predicts helix by 12.2%. This may be a strong reason why cSVM gives so poor Q H . Other two methods, SPINE X and MetaSSPred also under predict helix. Interestingly, slightly lower Q H of MetaSSPred results from its around 3% of higher under prediction rate compared to that of SPINE X. Overall, MetaSSPred provides the highest Q 3 score for N295 dataset.
Accuracy of different models along with over prediction rate Highest Q H is obtained from SPINE X, and MetaSSPred is closely following SPINE X by a gap of 1.6%. Q H score of cSVM is significantly lower than those of two others. If we look at the over prediction rate, we see that cSVM under predicts helix by 12.2%. This may be a strong reason why cSVM gives so poor Q H . Other two methods, SPINE X and MetaSSPred also under predict helix. Interestingly, slightly lower Q H of MetaSSPred results from its around 3% of higher under prediction rate compared to that of SPINE X. Overall, MetaSSPred provides the highest Q 3 score for N295 dataset.
To further gauge the performances of our predictors on N295 dataset, we can focus on the precision and recall scores. Precision and recall scores of all three predictors on N295 dataset are presented in Figure 6 . We see in Figure 6 that SPINE X gives the highest precision and lowest recall in beta prediction. The reason behind such imbalance prediction is that SPINE X highly under predicts (by 22.5%) beta residues. Second highest precision is given by cSVM and again it also has a recall score comparatively much lower than that of MetaSSPred. Main reason is again under prediction. cSVM under predicts beta residues by 15%. On the other hand, MetaSSPred gives a very balanced precision and recall and it has the highest recall score for beta prediction. Over prediction rate of MetaSSPred is only 0.7% for beta residues. Therefore, false positive rate of MetaSSPred is also very low. In case of coil prediction, precision scores of SPINE X and cSVM are comparatively lower than that of MetaSSPred. On the other hand, recall score of MetaSSPred is lower than that of both cSVM and SPINE X in coil prediction. The reason is again that cSVM and SPINE X over predicts coils by 19.2% and 17.7% respectively. MetaSSPred also over predicts coil, however by only 5.1%. Therefore, false positive rates of SPINE X and cSVM are higher than that of MetaSSPred.
MetaSSPred provides the highest precision for helix prediction. Other predictors are also very close. Highest recall is given by SPINE X and MetaSSPred closely follows it. If we look at the over prediction rate, we see that all three methods under predict helix, however under prediction rate is lowest for SPINE X. Considering precision, recall and over prediction rate, it seems that SPINE X is the best method for helix prediction and then comes MetaSSPred.
Overall Ranking of the Predictors
In this section, we summarize the performance of each predictor by ranking them with respect to Q 3 , Q E , Q C , Q H , overall and class wise precision, recall and absolute over/under prediction rate for each test dataset.
Higher absolute over/under prediction rate yields lower ranking, while higher scores for all other measures result in higher ranking. Absolute value of over prediction is taken assuming that both over and under prediction are equally bad. Best scorer in any measure gets 3 points, second best gets 2 and the third gets 1. The ranks of testing CB471 and N295 are presented in Table 4 and Table 5 respectively. We see in Table 3 that SPINE X and MetaSSPred performed equally on CB471 test dataset. On the other hand, performance ranking of cSVM is comparatively much lower. However in many parameters, cSVM is better than SPINE X. For example, recall of E or precision of H is better in cSVM compared to those of SPINE X. Therefore, our test result on CB471 justifies the development of meta predictor. We see in Table  5 that performance of MetaSSPred is the best on N295 test dataset, whereas SPINE X ranked second. Therefore, we would like to conclude that MetaSSPred is a more generalized predictor with balanced accuracy across all the secondary structure classes.
Case Study: HIV-1 protease
In this case study, we have used two different practical cases to highlight the contribution of MetaSSPred, particularly related to E segments in the sequence. We choose a 99 residue long monomer of HIV-1 protease [57] , PDB ID: 1EBY, which has high number of beta components (Figure 7 ). Two such monomers form the HIV-1 protease [58] (Figure 7 ). Practically, the HIV-1 protease is an important case, since it is a very important target for the treatment of AIDS. The active site of HIV-1 protease is located at the interface of two monomers. The two beta hairpin structures, located in the active site, bind the HIV inhibitor molecule by undergoing structural changes. This beta hairpin structure is very advantageous for inhibitor design as it offers a good number of tight interactions between the enzyme and the inhibitor [57] . Therefore, identifying such beta structures in proteins can assist in drug design for complex disease cases. We predicted the secondary structure of 1EBY using both SPINE X and our MetaSSPred. As indicated in Figure 8 , we have shown different segments of E (highlighted yellow) of the protein. Here, we see that the protein has 9 different E segments according to DSSP assignment. SPINE X could not identify any E structure in segment 3, 4 and 5. MetaSSPred is partially correct in identifying E segments. Total number of overlapped E residue for MetaSSPred is 30 and 21 for SPINE X out of 53 E residue in the DSSP assignment. Precision of MetaSSPred and SPINE X for the E segments are quite close, 83.3% and 84.0% respectively. On the other hand, recall score of MetaSSPred and SPINE X are 56.6% and 39.6% respectively, differs heavily. Q 3 of MetaSSPred and SPINE X were 65.7% and 57.6% respectively for this protein. Therefore, MetaSSPred also gives around 14% improvement in Q 3 over SPINE X for this important case.
CONCLUSIONS
In this section, the outcomes of our investigation is briefly summarized and some future directions for further improvement are also suggested.
Our basic model was a combined version of the three binary class SVMs, which were optimally combined into a multiclass classifier (cSVM) using GA. We compared the performance measures of our classifier with those of SPINE X, which is the state-of-the-art secondary structure predictor in terms of reported accuracy Q 3 score of SPINE X was 76.5% on both CB471 and N295 datasets in our investigation. For our cSVM, we obtained 75.5% and 74.2% Q 3 score based on CB471 and N295 datasets respectively. However, we observed that Q E scores of SPINE X were comparatively lower for both CB471 and N295 datasets and which were found to 59.3% and 62.5% respectively to be exact. On the other hand, our cSVM provided better Q E scores than SPINE X on both datasets and the scores were were 63.7% and 65.7% respectively. We also have observed that SPINE X highly under predicted helix by 24.6% and 22.5% for dataset CB471 and dataset N295 respectively. Q C score of cSVM and SPINE X for both datasets were close. For example, Q C of cSVM were 80.6% and 82.7% and those of SPINE X were 81.4% and 82.2% for dataset CB471 and dataset N295 respectively. On CB471, SPINE X gave higher accuracy in coil than cSVM. However, the difference was only 0.8%. On the other hand, cSVM gave higher coil accuracy on N295 dataset and the gap was 0.5% only. In helix prediction, SPINE X performed better than cSVM on both the test datasets. Gaps in Q H of SPINE X and cSVM were 6.2% and 1% based on dataset CB471 and N295 respectively.
In a nutshell, SPINE X was better for helix prediction. On the other hand cSVM was better for beta prediction. In coil prediction, both are almost equally accurate. Therefore, we took this opportunity to combine cSVM and SPINE X to achieve better accuracy in all three classes and developed our meta predictor, MetaSSPred, combining the result from cSVM and SPINE X. The outcome is found to be very promising and well balanced.
MetaSSPred significantly increases Q E for both datasets. Q E score of MetaSSPred on CB471 and N295 were 71.7% and 74.4% respectively. Importantly, these are 20.9% and 19.0% improvement over the Q E scores given by SPINE X on CB471 and N295 datasets respectively. The increased accuracy in E prediction by MetaSSpred is also supported by the important HIV-1 protease case (section 4.4). Improvements of Q E scores by MetaSSPred over those of cSVM were also significant, which were 12.6% and 13.3% on CB471 and N295 datasets respectively. However, the improvement in Q E brought some cost for coil prediction mainly. For example, Q C scores of MetaSSPred were 5.4% and 4.7% lower in absolute value than those of SPINE X on CB471 and N295 datasets respectively. Average drop of Q H score in MetaSSPred over SPINE X was 1.7% on both datasets. Overall accuracy of MetaSSPred decreased by 0.1% in absolute value on CB471 dataset, however increased by 0.7% in absolute value on N295 dataset compared to those of SPINE X.
Further, MetaSSPred decreased the volatility of accuracies across three secondary structure classes. For example, standard deviations of accuracies across three classes were 12.9% and 10.9% on CB471 and N295 test sets respectively for SPINE X. On the other hand, for the same data sets standard deviations of the three class accuracies were 4.2% and 2.3% respectively for MetaSSPred. Precision and recall gap volatility also decreased in MetaSSPred. For example, standard deviations of the gaps between respective precision and recall scores across three secondary structure class are 10.0%, 15.0% and 3.7% for cSVM, SPINE X and MetaSSPred respectively on CB471 dataset. The same volatility reduction in the gaps between precision and recall was observed for N295 dataset. Standard deviations of such gaps for cSVM, SPINE X and MetaSSPred on N295 dataset were 14.0%, 15.3% and 4.9% respectively. Therefore, we conclude that MetaSSPred is a more balanced secondary structure predictor.
We have observed that though our MetaSSPred provides more balanced SSP accuracies across three secondary structure classes, overall accuracies of MetaSSPred on different datasets were not significantly different from those of SPINE X. To improve further the overall accuracy of SSP without compromising the balance achieved, various measures can be taken. For example, boosting may be used while training the SVMs. It may be a good idea to use consensus SS assignment instead of DSSP assignment, since different assigning methods assign SS based on different factors, overall error in assignment might be lower if consensus assignment is used for our proposed MetaPredictor method. Some notable SS assignment methods are KAKSI [59] , STRIDE [60] , P-SEA [61] , etc. We also recommend further investigation of the efficacy of the bigram and monograms as features along with the boosting.
